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dr series manual - cpicomm - 3 pre-installation considerations the dr series dc remotes are designed with
protection against both power and telephone line surges. this protection circuitry requires the use of a properly
grounded ac outlet. plane dip and strike, lineation plunge and trend ... - 4 within a dipping plane the line
at right angles to the strike line is the line with the steepest plunge. the angle of plunge of the steepest
plunging line in a plane is equal to the angle of dip of that plane. ip24 3qu, england fax: +44 (0) 1842
762032 tel: +44 (0 ... - due to continuous product development advanced air (u.k.) ltd reserves the right to
change any information without prior notice. burrell way, thetford, norfolk, technical data sheet - loctite
products - revision: march 19, 2014 supersedes: april 23, 2013 ref. #: 1690076 loctite® go2® glue page 2 of
3 preparation: protect work area. surfaces to be glued must be sound, clean, dry (see application below) and
free of grease, dust, old adhesive residue, paint owner’s manual nxs 3.5-15x nxs 5.5-22x nxs 8-32x nxs
atacr - focusing the reticle there are two user-adjustable optical settings on nightforce nxs™ and atacr™
riflescopes: the reticle focus and the parallax adjustment.
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